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1887  JEFFERSON D. FENTON  GLO CONTRACT 531
SET: POST. 4' LONG. 4' SQUARE. 24" IN THE GROUND. FOR 1/2 MILE CORNER, MARKED "SIR" ON SOUTH. "1/2M" ON WEST, AND "PL" ON NORTH FACES, FROM WHICH POST:
- 72' FIR MARKED "SIR 1/2M BT" BEARS S 70° W. 18 LINKS (11.9).
- 50' SPRUCE MARKED "PL 1/2M BT" BEARS N 78° W. 21 LINKS (13.9).
- SALMON RIVER, 65 LINKS WIDE. BEARS EAST. 4.5 CHAINS (297).

1904  MORRIS WYGANT  GLO CONTRACT 758
NO MENTION OF CORNER.

1984  JAMES W. PROCHNAU  CS 10753
FOUND: 72' ORIGINAL DOUGLAS FIR STUMP SCRIBED "SIR", BEARS S 70° W, 11.9' (=GLO).
SET: 2' X 30' ALUMINUM PIPE WITH 2-1/2' ALUMINUM CAP MARKED "T6S R9W SIR 44 1/2 M S16 S21 1984 PLS 1305", FROM WHICH:
NEW:  
- 18' DOUGLAS FIR SCRIBED "SIR 44 1/2M BT" BEARS S 77° E, 41.2'.
- 23' HEMLOCK SCRIBED "SIR 44 1/2M BT" BEARS N 55° W, 24.0'.

2009  LINCOLN COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE
FOUND: 2-1/2' ALUMINUM PIPE 0.4' ABOVE GRADE ON SOUTHWEST SLOPE, WITH 2-1/2' ALUMINUM CAP MARKED "T6S R6W SIR 44 1/2 M S18/S21 1984 PLS 1305", FROM WHICH:
- ORIGINAL 72' FIR STUMP 6' TALL WITH SCRIBING "SIR" FACING CORNER BEARS S 65° W, 11.9' TO FACE (CS10753 S 70° W, 11.9).
- 40' FIR STUMP 6' TALL WITH RECENT CHOP MARKS ON SOUTHWEST SIDE BEARS EAST, 6' (NO RECORD).
- 18' DOUGLAS FIR SCRIBED "SIR 44 1/2M BT" BEARS S 75° E, 40.8' (CS10753 S 77° E, 41.2').
- 23' HEMLOCK SCRIBED "SIR 44 1/2M BT" BEARS N 55° W, 24.3' (CS10753 N 55° W, 24.0').
- 5/8' IRON ROD, NO CAP, BEARS N 51°10'56" W, 302.77', WITH METAL POST AND SIGN "SHR6 4+50 P.O.T. 1.5" NORTHWEST (CS 14560 POINT NO. 502).
- 5/8' IRON ROD WITH LOOSE 1-1/2' ALUMINUM CAP "OREG STATE HWY DIV" AND OFF-CENTER DIMPLE BEARS N 38°50'56" W, 302.72', WITH 5-1/2' TALL METAL POST AND SIGN "673+45.54 PT 40 RT 1' NORTHEAST (CS 14560 POINT NO. 817).
NEW:  
- 5/8' X 30' IRON ROD WITH 2' LINCOLN COUNTY ALUMINUM CAP AT GRADE, 2' SOUTHEAST OF HIGHWAY GUARDRAIL, MARKED "LINCOLN COUNTY 84AZ 2009" BEARS N 85°52'05" W. 284.68'. A LINCOLN COUNTY SURVEY MARKER TAG ON GUARDRAIL POST BEARS N 32° E, 2.4'.
- SET CARBONITE POST 3' NORTH.
- REPAINTED 1984 BEARING TREES.
CONCLUSION  THE PIPE FOUND IS THAT SET BY PROCHNAU IN 1984 AND IS A PERPETUATION OF THE 1887 FENTON POSITION.

MEASUREMENTS WERE DONE WITH A LEICA TCA1105 TOTAL STATION, POCKET COMPASS AND STEEL TAPE. BEARINGS ARE GEODETIC. BASED UPON STARNET PROJECT 6-9.PRJ AND THE MAPPING ANGLE OF -2°20'26" AT THE 44-1/2 MILE CORNER.
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